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Yes, You Can Have FUN Getting Fit! Motivating yourself to move your body every day can make
all the difference to living a vital, happy existence. Who says getting fit needs to be a chore? If
you are having fun getting fit, your daily life will become more fun too, since you'll have the
energy and physical ability to enjoy your daily life to the fullest. This empowering publication will
motivate you to get off the couch and try new activities that you love.When you carry out, you'll
gain these and other benefits: reduced tension, more energy, better rest, weight reduction,
increased muscle mass, improved brain working and a lower threat of most chronic diseases. 
HAVE A GREAT TIME Getting Suit includes these unique features: PEP talks at the end of each
chapter, tips on nutrition, avoiding injuries and keeping fit forever, cartoons by Damian Fulton,
and sample walking and jogging applications. The second half of life really can be the very best
half, but it's up to you. It's especially very important to people 50+ since most aging symptoms
are due to inactivity.
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Back on track We hit the big 70 a couple of months back and did a tiny "me" inventory. Okay for
70... Picture yourself as a blob of clay and allow this book consider you through the workout
guidelines, diet absolutes and mental exercises to sculpt yourself into somebody you'd be proud
to see in the mirror. One of the biggest changes has been my lack of discipline in preserving
good health. I spent last night time looking through it. I particularly liked the classification of
various kinds of yoga exercise which helped me choose the best style for me personally. I had
cancer medical procedures time ago and kind of got from the daily habit of buying my
fitness.my outdated run/stretch out/lift routine. What a wonderful book!. Five Stars
Excellent!along comes this brand-new book from Sharkie Zartman. I open it up and it reminds
me of all things I need to do for me.. She proceeded to go on to become a specialist in her field
with a diverse background working with children, teenagers, and adults.EASILY want to get suit
and stay that method as I geezer up. Fun to read. It is a quick and easy browse. She issues me.
She gives me encouragement...I really like it. Fun, entertaining and no BS ! I am the better for
having browse this terrific book. Straight Forward and Practical FOR JUST ABOUT ANY Age A
wonderfully straight forward guide for anybody at any age thinking about improving their health
insurance and well-getting. As an executive leadership trainer, I know the need for mind-body
health for psychological intelligence, balance, handling tension and dealing with what’s next.
Sharkie Zartman clearly lays out the need for moving our bodies, rejuvenating our brains and
physical wellness, while having fun and enhancing self-confidence and reassurance. No matter
your age or physical condition, I recommend reading “Having Fun Obtaining Fit”. Inspiring Book
Sharkie Zartman offers written an extremely useful book that inspires actions with plenty of
practical ideas to get one motivated.. A great read that ends each chapter with a Pep Talk from
Sharkie.. 5 stars completely! So do yourself a favor and unwrap this present and absorb all of the
wisdom it provides which is sure to enrich you for life!! As a fitness professional I could
definitely verify the comprehensive nature and flow of the book. In a sea of seemingly endless
pseudoprofessionals and details overload, Sharkie clearly defines might know about and should
not do to conveniently incorporate health into our active lives and embrace our youth well into
our older years.You need not read a great deal of books and hire expensive professionals if you
have an amazing tool like this book which lays down the foundation and walks you straight
down the road to vitality and minimization of stress.This is a great book and a straightforward
yet comprehensive guide to getting and staying fit. Thanks Sharkie! Written in a 'matter of fact',
conversational style that produced me feel just like we were seated around, or simply I should
say walking around, discussing: fitness; You can easily read and yet packed with a wealth of
information. I particularly appreciated her conversation of the difference in workouts to build
bulk and strength versus stamina and tone. Her dialogue on diet and fitness is filled with
information that is refreshingly accurate given the misinformation promulgated by the weight-
loss/diet industry. The focus on body composition overweight is normally priceless. I am 67 and
more fit than at any other point in my own life--I have 19% surplus fat and may still run a 7
minute mile. THEREFORE I know that age group is not a barrier to fitness and I thought that
there was nothing more that I'd learn from a publication on fitness. Yet Sharkie's chapter on
flexibility and yoga exercise was a revelation to me. I never fresh there have been so many forms
of yoga and I am today motivated to add among these to my own fitness regimen. Because of
the author so you can get me off my huge resting region and getting back on the track.
delightful way. Just like the title says...We was fortunate to have met Sharkie and her spunk and
contagious positive energy is captured in these web pages and is her gift to share with you.
Sharkie walks you through all the basics every baby boomers needs to get themselves in the



best shape feasible. No fads, no methods, no BS.but a long way off from my prime. The standard
of your life depends upon your day to day options. "Having Fun Getting Fit" shows you how to
make the right decisions in a great and entertaining way. A Collection of Great Fitness Choices
with Inspiration to Take Action and Improve Your Life This book is a great idea because it
defines a wide variety of fitness techniques and practices which many may have heard of but
not know what they were, and several may not have heard of. SOOOO. Sharkie certainly knows
her stuff What a great book! Sharkie obviously knows her stuff. Best Book for Starting a Fitness
Program Sharkie Zartman's "Have Fun Getting Match" is a thorough approach to starting a
fitness program at any age group but is particularly useful for all those over 40. Experienced a
hard time putting the book down! Wellness Coach, I've noticed drastic transformations in
people's health after they include some form of movement in their day. and all of the benefits I
would are based on doing so. Just enough 'deep stuff' (medical or scientific terminology and or
explanations) to make me realize Sharkie can be an expert without overwhelming me or finding
yourself making it a 'dry textbook like' read. Keep me motivated. Sharkie covers all different
types of workout programs type cardio to yoga exercises and clarifies which we might consider
and why. This is not a 'one size suits all' or a pump, pump, pump you up' book rather it really is
one that will pump up your spirits, one that will make you are feeling like there is hope, and one
which will inspire you to get off of the couch and get on with getting fit! Thanks Sharkie for
employment well done and an excellent read! Awesome Book Awesome tips. I treasured the
"Pep Talks" by the end of the chapters. Cartoons and easy read. She helps it be simple. getting
healthy; I can't wait around to sink into her publication! Have FUN Getting Fit is certainly a
delightful book detailing ways to get fit and the benefits to making exercise enjoyable and a
means of life. I'm 67 now and have to get back again to exercising after becoming sedentary
after surgery. the different ways I could do it; Sharkie gives clear examples of the types of
exercise that can be done irrespective of age. She also offers at the end of each chapter what's
called, "PeP Chat", or action guidelines that you can follow and adapt into your healthy lifestyle. I
strongly suggested this book, specifically to SENIORS who may not prefer to exercise because
everything is described in a fun &! Many thanks Sharkie for writing this amazing book! Great
team player This book found its way to 2 days!. You can follow and the pep talks are practical
and useful. As a Weight Loss & Sharkie and I played volleyball together in high school and I
could say she was an excellent player and a great team player.. Totally Delightful! Bravo Sharkie
for penning another great guide to health and well being. Sharkie also has a wonderful ability to
task her enthusiasm through the composing, making it fun to read and inspiring to try the many
pieces of good health information she's put together for this book.
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